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AuraPoint: The modular, sustainable, 
space saving, first aid solution.
Aurapoint provides a convenient, compliant selection of first aid kits incorporating 

an easy to install wall bracket system. The range ensures everything needed to meet 

workplace regulatory requirements in one simple modular solution. 

HOW IS AURAPOINT DIFFERENT TO SPECTRA?

Spectra is a premium, heavy duty modular first aid system. Spectra panels 

carry a first aid kit, burns kit, eyewash kit or AED, a supplementary kit (such 

as an AED prep kit) and further documentation such as an accident book. 

Aurapoint offers simple space saving solution for mounting single kits.   

 

WHAT KITS ARE AVAILABLE?

Aurapoint is available as a 2, 3 or 4-point kit for the workplace, a 3-point catering kit and an AED station.  

First aid, burns, eyewash and biohazard Aurapoint kits are available in small, medium, and large versions.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Aurapoint complements our AURA3 range. All AURA3 boxes feature a built-in bracket which 

attaches neatly to the Aurapoint bracket. AED’s fit directly to the Aurapoint  bracket with a 

hook attachment (the same hook used in the Spectra AED system). Each Aurapoint bracket 

securely holds a single kit and takes up little wall space, providing a neat storage solution.

Aurapoint provides easy identification of kits with a large clear description label above the 

kit on each panel. An “item missing” label is visible when the first aid kit is removed. 

Multiple Aurapoint brackets can lock together to form a versatile system for all individual 

workplace needs.

IS AURAPOINT ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY?

Like AURA3, Aurapoint brackets are 100% recyclable and made from 100% recycled materials, as part of our move to more sustainable 

products that are better for the workplace and better for the planet.
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